The author's selection theorem for functions with finite-dimensional domain is sharpened in two directions.
Introduction
The purpose of this note is to sharpen the following theorem in two related directions, and to give some applications. The relevant definitions, which have all appeared in the literature, will be reviewed later in this introduction. Theorem 1.1 [3, Theorem 1.2] . Let X be paracompact, Y completely metrizable, and tp : X -+ 2Y l.s.c. with tp(x) e ¡?(Y) for all x e X. Suppose that A c X is closed, that dim^ X\A < n+l, and that {<p(x) : x e X} is equi-LC" .
Then every selection g for <p\A extends to a selection f for tp\U for some open U D A, and one can take U = X if tp(x) is Cn for all x e X\A.
We now introduce some additional terminology. Suppose that tp: X -» &>(Y), where 3°(Y) = {E: E c Y}. We define tp: X -&>(X x Y) by (p~(x) = {x} x tp(x), and (following [3, p. 574]) we say that the function tp is equi-LC" if {^(x) : x e X} is an equi-LCn collection of subsets of X xY. This property of tp is strictly weaker than {<p(x): x e X} being an equi-LC" collection of subsets of Y (see Corollary 1.5), but it suffices for Theorem 1.1 (see Theorem 1.2) and it is conserved under a natural and useful operation which does not conserve {tp(x): x e X} being equi-LC" (see Lemma 5.1) .
The following result generalizes Theorem 1.1. Part (a) of this generalization answers a question which was raised by the author on p. 575 of [3] , and which had originated in a conversation between the author and S. Eilenberg. Theorem 1.2. Theorem 1.1 can be sharpened simultaneously in two directions:
(a) The assumption that {<p(x): x e X} is equi-LC" can be weakened to assuming only that tp is equi-LC".
(b) The assumption that tp(x) e &~(Y) for every x e X can be weakened to assuming only that there exists a Gs-subset D of X x Y such that tp(x) e ^(D) for every xeX.
As we shall see in §2, Theorem 1.2 follows almost immediately from Theorem 1.1 in the special case of metrizable X ; the difficulty consists in proving it for all paracompact X, and thus obtaining a genuine generalization of Theorem 1.1. This is an unusual situation, since paracompact spaces are the natural domains for almost all selection theorems and, as a rule, it is no easier to prove a selection theorem (such as Theorem 1.1) for metrizable X than for paracompact X . Theorem 1.2 presents a striking exception to this rule. The only other such exception known to the author is [4, Theorem 1.2], whose proof required the development of a special technique which was of some independent interest. The proof of Theorem 1.2 also depends on a-quite different-special technique, and it is this technique, as much as the theorem itself and its applications, which gives Theorem 1.2 its significance.
It is not easy to further weaken the conditions in Theorem 1.2. In particular, (a) cannot be weakened to simply assume that every tp(x) is LC" , even when n = 0 (see [5, Example 10 .6]), and (b) cannot be weakened to simply assume that every tp(x) is a Gs in Y, even when n = -1 (see [2, Example 6.1]).
The following result, which is applied in §6, is proved with the aid of both parts of Theorem 1. is open in X for every open V in Y. A selection for tp : X -* 2 is a continuous /: X -* Y such that f(x) e tp(x) for every x e X. The inequality dim^ X\A < n + 1 means that dim B < n + 1 for every closed (in X ) set B c X\A.
To define C" and equi-LC" , we introduce the following notation, which will be used throughout this paper: If F c E, then F < E will mean that, for all m < n, every continuous g: Sm -► F extends to a continuous /: Bm+ -> E (where Sm is the w-sphere and Bm+ the (m + l)-ball). Now E is called C" if E < E, and W C 2Y is called equi-LC" if, for every y e \J&, every neighborhood IT of y in F contains a neighborhood F of y in F such that VDE <WnE for every Ee% . ). Then g is a selection for tp\A , so, by Theorem 1.1 applied to tp , this g extends to a selection / for q>\U for some open U D A ; moreover, if p(x) is C" for every x e X\A , then 0(x) (which is homeomorphic to tp(x) ) is also C" for x e X\A, so one can take U -X. Now define f: X ->■ Y by / = n2o f, whenever (x, y) e (J ^ and r < w((x , y).
Proof. Fix i e to. By Lemma 1.4, each (x* ,y*)eGrtp has a neighborhood U = U'xU" in X x Y suchthat U"r\tp(x) < Bx/2i(y*)C\tp(x) for every x e U'. We may suppose that diami/" < 1/2/, so that U" n tp(x) < Bxji(y) n tp(x) whenever (x,y) e U. Letting <2¿i be the collection of all such U, it follows from the definition of w; that ^ has the required property. Proof.
(a) Each y/j is l.s.c. by 3.1(a), so y/ is also l.s.c. First, let us check that y e <p(x). Suppose not. Then y ^ E(x), because y(j) € (p(x) and tp(x) is relatively closed in E(x). Hence (x,y) £ (J^ for some i, so u¡(x,y(j)) -► 0 for this i by 3.1(c); hence zAJ) -> 0 (because Z,C/) s ^(x , y(y))), and thus z¡(j) ■+* zi (because zi ^ 0 since z eZ), which is impossible because z(j) -* z .
Next, let us show that z e y/(x , y). For all i we have zAJ) < w,(x, y(j)) -* ut(x , y) (by 3.1(b)) and z¡(j) -* z¡, so zf < ut(x , y) and thus zi e y/¡(x , y). Hence z e y/(x , y).
(d) This follows from the fact that, by 3.1 (b), the restriction w, |({x} x tp(x)) is continuous for all x e X and all /. (e) This follows from (d), since the product of two C" spaces is C" .
(f) Let (y* ,z*)e YxZ, and let WxL be a neighborhood of (y*, z*) in Y x Z. We will show that there is a neighborhood V x H of (y* ,z*) in YxZ such that (VxH)n 6(x) <(WxL)D 0{x) for all x 6 X.3 For S > 0, define Ns(z*) = {z e Z: \zj -z*\ < ô for i < l/ô}. Pick y > 0 such that 7V3 (z*) c L. We may assume that L = 7V3 (z*) and that
W c ä (/).
Let us begin by showing that, if x e X, if y , y' e WnçKx) > and if TV (z*)n tí/(x,y) t¿ 0, then Ln^(x.y') ^ 0. Indeed, pick z € Ny(z*)Dy/(x ,y). Now y , y' € W c 5 (y*), so d(y , y') < 2y and hence |«((x , y) -w((x, y')| < 2y for ail / by 3.1(b). Thus there is a z e y/(x ,y') such that \z\ -z.\ < 2y for ail /'. Now \z\ -z*\ < 2y + y = 3y for i < l/3y, so z e N.(z*) C L . Hence z e Ln y/(x ,y').
Next, let us show that there is a neighborhood V x K of (y*, z*) in YxZ suchthat V cW and, if x e X and (VxK)nO(x) / 0, then Vntp(x) < Wn tp(x). Indeed, pick j e to such that B2,.(y*) c W, and let e = min(\z*, j). Let V = B£(y*), and let K = {z e Z: Zj > 2e}. To sees that this works, suppose x e X and (V x K) n ö(x) / 0, and pick (y , z) € (V x K) n ö(x). Then y e j»(x), ¿(y , y*) < e, and 2e < z < u (x , y), so, by the property of ÎZ. in Lemma 3.2, v n p(x) c B2e(y) n p(x) -< 51/7(y) n <p(x) c 52/7(y*) n tp(x) c_wr\ tp(x), and hence V n ç>(x) ^Ifn tp(x). Now let F and K be as in the previous paragraph, and define H -K n N (z*). That completes the construction of V and 7/, and it remains to verify that (V x H) n 0(x) -< (W x L) fl 0(x) for all x e X. Since that is clear if (V x H) n 0(x) = 0, we may suppose that (V x H) n 0(x) / 0. We must show that, for m < n , every continuous g:Sm-»(r/x//)n9(x) extends to a continuous /: 5m+ ->(ff xL)n 0(x). In the following construction of /, we let 7Tj : Y x Z -> Y and n2 : Y xZ -► Z denote the projections.
Since (V xH)nd(x)
# 0, we have (V xK)nd(x) ji 0, so VC\tp(x) < W n ç>(x) by the way V and K were chosen. Hence 7t1 o g: Sm -► F n í?(x) extends to a continuous Ä: Bm+ -► JFn^(x). Now observe that (JFxTV (z*))n 0(x) # 0 (since W d V and TV (z*) D 77), so 7Vy(z*)n^(x ,y) ^ 0 for some y € W-Ti^x), and hence Lny/(x , y') ^ 0 for all y' € IFn^x) by the result established three paragraphs back. In particular, L n y/(x ,h(t)) / 0 for all t e Bm+l , so we can define a: Bm+X -* ^(L) by a(t) = Lny/(x ,h(t)).
Note that a is l.s.c. because y/ is l.s.c. (by (a)) and because L is open in Z. Also each a(t) is a convex subset of Z, so each a(t) is Cm and {a(t): t e Bm+ } is equi-LCm . Since L is completely metrizable, it follows that a satisfies all the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 (with Y replaced by L ). Observe next that n2og is a selection for a\Sm , for if t e Sm then g(t) e (VxH)nd(x) and hence n2(g(t)) e H n y/(x, nx(g(t))) = H n y/(x , /z(i)) c a(t). Thus, by Theorem 1.1, n2 o g extends to a selection k for a. We can now define /: Bm+l -+(WxL)n d(x) by f(t) = (h(t), k(t)), and this / is the required extension of g. and thus p(x) e 9~(D(x)) for all x e X, and since Gr tp c £ c D , we have ç»(x) e ^"(7i(x)), and hence 0(x) e 9~(Y x Z) by 3.3(c). Finally, {0(x): x e X} is equi-LC" by 3.3(f). Now let A c X be closed with dim^ A"\^ < n + 1, and let g be a selection for tp\A. We must show that g can be extended as in the conclusion of Theorem 1.1. By 3.3(g), there is a selection g for 6\A such that nx o g' = g. By Theorem 1.1 applied to 0 (see the previous paragraph), g extends to a selection /' for 8\U for some open U D A in X ; if tp(x) is C" for all x e X\A , then so is 0(x) by 3.3(e), and we can therefore take U = X. Letting / = nx o /', we see that / is the required extension of g. a 5. Proof of Corollary 1.3
The following lemma, whose simple verification is omitted, records a useful property of equi-LC" maps. for all x e X\ and all i. Then tp has a selection f such that f(x) £ E ((x) for all x e X and all i.
Proof. This result can be derived from Theorem 6.1 just as [5, Theorem 3 .3] was derived from [5, Theorem 3.1]. We omit the details. D
Examples
The following examples are based on the trivial observation that, if tp : X -> 2 , if each tp(x) is LC" (in the usual sense), and if X is discrete, then tp is equi-LC" . 
